New Texture - Carved Block
The newest addition to the Versetta Stone® mortarless stone veneer product line, Carved Block combines larger stones with a chiseled texture to mimic split face stone, broadening the range of styles to meet the needs of contemporary and commercial design.

Carved Block is available in two colors: Midnight and Sea Salt. Midnight combines gray, black and brown hues for a darker aesthetic. Sea Salt is a lighter, creamier tone with shades of taupe and white.

What is Versetta Stone®?
Versetta Stone® is a mortarless, concrete-based manufactured stone veneer with a unique, panelized design that is installed with mechanical fasteners, allowing carpenters and contractors to recreate the beauty and craftsmanship of authentic stone masonry using screws or nails.
- Installs with screws or nails
- No metal lath or scratch coat necessary to install
- Panels interlock with tongue & groove system
- Built-in 1/4” rain screen
- Pre-drilled weep holes allow water to escape
- No seasonal restrictions on installation
- Each panel covers 2 ft²
- 50-year transferable Limited Warranty

Why Choose Versetta Stone®?
From new construction to remodeling, exterior walls to stunning interiors, Versetta Stone® adds the beautiful detail of traditional stone masonry with a modern installation method, offering a complete system founded on quality, speed and selection.
**LEDGESTONE**
The rugged texture and purposeful irregularity offer an exposed and well-worn look that suggests years in the elements.

**TIGHT-CUT**
The traditional look of quarried limestone fitted tightly together to emulate rural 19th century American architecture.

**CARVED BLOCK**
Carved Block texture combines larger stones with a chiseled texture to mimic split face stone.